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Are There OVERSIZED Products For Those With Vision Or Mobility Issues?

Yes, there are large products available for those with vision and mobility issues.

Sept. 28, 2008 - PRLog -- JUMBO Talking Calculator  
   This thing is HUGE and it TALKS!
For those with low vision or just want to use it for fun. This calculator speaks, has large buttons, large
display, a large size, and it talks.

OVERSIZED TV Remote Control  
   This oversized universal remote control is almost impossible to misplace or lose. Easy-to-see backlit
buttons. 
Works with TV's, DVD's, VCR's and cable boxes. 
Perfect for the person who is always misplacing the remote or for someone with low vision.

Giant Luminous TV Remote Control  
   Low Vision Glow in the Dark Giant TV Remote.

MONSTER Sized Universal TV Remote Control  
         The Extra Large Jumbo Monster Sized Universal TV Remote Control That Is Hard To Misplace.

Amplified BIG BUTTON Quick Dial Picture Phone  
   This phone has BIG buttons and you can place PHOTOS of your family in the speed dial slots. This
makes is so easy to call family or children to call you. Just press the button for your loved one and you're
are connected.

FOLLOW THIS LINK FOR MORE INFORMATION
http://assistivetechnologyservices.com/shop/Oversized_Pro...

# # #

Specializing in products and services to assist seniors or those with mobility, vision or hearing needs. We
also provide internet video monitoring and home automation services and consultation.

--- End ---
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